
User Manual
AQUA KNIGHT  V3

Channel A:   Royal Blue 6pcs

Channel B:   Blue 4pcs + Violet 2pcs

Channel C:   White 3pcs

White Royal Blue

Blue Violet

Function Instructions

Installation
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Time channal

Dimming channal

Time/brightness level ESC/Save OK/Switch Reduce Increase

   This lamp has 3 time Channels and 3 brightness Channels  and uses touch buttoms to 
control.The lamp will turn on and change color gradually.

Note:
Please read this manual before using, and keep the instruction manual properly.
Our company is not responsible for any defective caused by improper use and maintenance.
Please do not disassemble or assemble the product that may cause damage.

(1) Time setting
Step 1: Touch ''OK'' buttom and hold for about 3 seconds, the display numbers flashing,
             to enter local time(Hours) setting. 
Step 2: Touch ''+'' or ''-'' to adjust the Hours(From 0-24).
Step 3: Touch ''OK'' to enter Minutes setting.
Step 4: Touch ''+'' or ''-'' to adjust the Minutes (From 0-59).
Step 5: Touch ''OK'' to save time setting and enter Dimming setting,Or touch ''ESC'' to save
             time setting and exit setting mode. 
             

(1) Dimmer setting 
Step 1: Touch ''OK'' buttom and hold for about 3 seconds, the display numbers flashing, 
             to enter setting,Please refer to the Time setting step as above.              
Step 2:Touch ''OK'' to enter dimming setting (''1'' will be lighted on the LED screen).
Step 3: Set the First time period hours and minutes by touch ''+'' or ''-''.
Step 4: Touch ''OK'', the display ''A'' is lighted, numbers in the right are flashing to enter 
            Channel A brightness setting.
Step 5: Press''+'' or ''-'' to increase/reduce intensity of Channel A(brightness changes from 
            0-100).
Step 6: Touch ''OK'', the display ''B'' is lighted, numbers in the right are flashing,to enter 
            Channel B brightness setting.

Step 7: Press''+'' or ''-'' to increase/reduce intensity of Channel B (brightness changes 
            from 0-100). 
Step 8: Touch ''OK'', the display ''C'' is lighted, numbers in the right are flashing,to enter 
             Channel C brightness setting.
Step 9: Press''+'' or ''-'' to increase/reduce intensity of Channel C (brightness changes 
             from 0-100).
Step 10: Touch ''OK'', the display ''2'' is lighted, to enter the second time period setting.  
               Repeat Step 3 to step 9 to set ABC channels,brightness during the second time 
               period.Repeat Step 3 to step 9 to set ABC channels brightness during the Third
               time period.
Touch ''ESC'' to save the time and dimming setting. The lamp will run programmable everyday.
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Step 1: fix the bracket on the lamp with screws and 
            ensure that the screws are tightened.

Step 2: fix the bracket foot, bracket and connecting rod together with 
            screws, and fix the screws after selecting the appropriate length

Step 3: fix the lamp on the fish tank with bolts and tighten the screws to 
            power on.

尺寸：
125x100mm

材料：
158g铜版纸

红色虚线不
用印刷


